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Marcos resigns,flees; Computer scrap paper revealed
Aquino takes office as confidential ResLife printout
MANILA, Philippines
(AP) — Ferdinand E. Marcos fled the Philippines after
20 years in power Wednesday
and Corazon Aquino, the
new president, told her nation "the long agony is
over."
Marcos resigned the
presidency Tuesday night,
driven from office by a
military and civil rebellion.
He was taken with his family in U.S. helicopters to Clark
Air Base. Officials in
Wastnigatdttfor

Guam shortly after 5 a.m.
Wednesday.
A State Department official said the Marcoses
would remain in Guam "for
some time," but he did not
know
their
ultimate
destination.
After -Marcos left the
riverside presidential palace,
where he had been isolated
for days by a revolution that
Aquino called "people
power," Filipinos swarmed
into the streets for a carnival
of joy.
(see MARCOS page 3)

UMO student who lived in
Philippines reacts to news
by Kelly Mullins
Staff—Writer-Lhanges in econothtandards and military control .in.
the Philippines are just two of
many expected by a former resident and UMO student.
Dora Libby moved from the
Philippines in 1977. Commenting on Tuesday's overthrow of
Ferdinand Marcos, Libby said
Corazon Aquino's takeover,
"was something we were really
hoping for."
Last summer, Libby visited
her family in Manila and said
while there she was subjected to
military harrassment. Before
they arrived in Manila, Libby
said a notice had been sent informing officials that they were
coming

"We had private transportationnnd_they-(traffie officPrs)
would find excuses and stop us.
—
Three time5 in one day theystopped our transportation,"
Libby said.
Each time they were stopped,
Libby said her family had to
pay money. "They said we had
made a violation and we would
have to pay money at each station."
Libby said she is sure that
practices such as these will end
once the Aquino government is
empowered.
"I am glad that the Marcos
administration will end. I've
just been waiting for this to
happen," Libby said.
Although Libby has not
heard from her family, she said
she is sure that they are safe

by Rebecca Smith
Staff Writer
A confidential Residential
Life file printout containing an
alphabetical listing of student
names and corresponding
Social Security numbers was being used as scrap paper in a
Nutting Hall computer cluster
last week.
David B. Field, chairperson
of forest management and
wood utilization, said that to
save money the computer
cluster uses scrap paper that
comes mostly from public trash
bins on campus in one of its
printers.
The file was discovered by
students using the printer. Field
said that when the file was
brought to his attention he had
it removed from the cluster.
Ross Moriarty, director of
Residential Life, said that
students_ who _arz very good
with computers might be able to
use the printout to get further
information, but it would be
difficult.
There are codes and
passwords that some students
have access to, but they would
also have io know how to
answer some questions to be
able to change pages and get
more access codes, he said.
"Everything is accessible, but
I don't know how easy it is,,
'
Moriarty said.
George Markowsky, chairman of the computer science
department, said "I don't know
if the information on the printout would help students get into more files, but confidential
information should be shread'•
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The confidential ResLife printout contained studear names
and social security numbers. (Hawkins photo)
"Students probably could not
"We need to figure out where
compromise the system because--it came from," said- Paul E.
t hey
would
need
Pangburn, coordinator of
the
passwords, he said ----operations for Residential Life.
Another problem with the , "It is against our policy of
printouts being made public is
Computer output disposal for
that only name and Social
something like this to get
Security number are needed to
out,
said.
make transactions with the
Any computer printouts
Business Office. No identificaPangburn's office supplies are
tion cards are required.
supposed to be returned to his
Bursar Madeline Madden
office and put into the recycle
said she has considered the proprocesS, Pangburn said.
blem of students misrepresenSometimes these types of
ting themselves to pick up pay
files are picked up and recycled
checks that do not-belong to
by an outside company, he said.
them, but said "We have never
The paper would then be
had even one little incident.
shreaded and used for pulp to
"I've been here since 1966
create a lower quality paper.
and we never had a problem. It
When there are too many
seems to me it would tie up the
printouts being stored, they are
lines," Madden said.
sometimes taken to the landfill,
If students wanted identificaPangburn said.
tion required to pick up checks,
The printout being used as
then the Business Office would
scrap paper was run Aug. 18,
do it, \Fie ;tici
(see FILES page 2)

UMO student questions legality of Beta raffle
by Kelley Bouchard
Staff Writer
A letter to the editor in today's The
Daily Maine Campus that questions
the ethics behind a recent raffle for
a free weekend in Bermuda has called attention to Maine statutes concerning fund-raising games of chance.
The final drawings for the raffle.
sponsored by Delta Delta Delta
sorority and Beta Theta Pi fraternity
to benefit the United Way, were held
Thursday, Feb. 20, arBeta Theta Pi
house.
"This raffle was inescapably bogus.
Admittedly this is a very harsh statement, but . . . the facts and incongruencies
speak
ar
themselves," wrote Garry Higgins,
an off-campus student.
When he purchased his initial SI
raffle ticket from a representative in
the Memorial Union, Higgins said he
was told 150 tickets would be
preselected from all tickets sold for
the final drawing.
On the day of the final drawing, an
advertisement in The Doily Mniine

Campus announced 250 numbers
drawn for the free weekend in Bermuda. Attendance was mandatory in
order to win.

in the drawings throughout the evening.
"If they were going to hold a
progressive-style raffle, they should

"This raffle was inescapably bogus .... the facts
and incongruencies speak for themselves."
--Garry Higgins, off-campus senator
"That the amount of preselected
winners jumped so much is the first
incongruency," said Higgins, a
junior —ST-tidying
business
administration.
"I thought it was misleading advertising," Higgins said, "what they
advertised isn't what they did."
The advertisement also invited the
250 winning-ticket holders to the Beta
Theta Pi house at 8 p.m. for the final
drawing. 50-cent drafts were sold and
proof of age was required.
According to Higgins, the first of
several drawings was held at 9 p.m.,
and tickets continued to be sold to the
250initial winners as they partiehtted

have advertised it as such," Higgins
said. "Title 17, section 325-330 and
343(of Maine statutory law)says this
is a game of chance," said James
Balzano, coordinator for Beta Theta
Pi.
"There is nothing ii. e law that
says anything about athertising,"
said Balzano, referring to the increase
from 150 to 250.
Also included in the statutes of Title 17, sections 330-347, concerning
raffles: "The winning chance is to be
determined as the result of a drawing
from a container holding numbers
representative of all chances,sold."

Rule 7 of the regulations of the
Chief of Maine State Police determines that at the conclusion of each
game of chance, winners will be determined and prizes will be awarded.
"We did provide a door prize by
allowing the initial winners free admission to the party," said Balzano.
Rule 7 also addresses the progressive raMe in andTher way. "No •
prize or any value derived from a
previous prize shall be credited toward
a greater prize."
Higgins said 100 people who were
selected in the 9 p.m. drawing were
then allowed to purchase more tickets
to increase their chances again. In the
drawings that followed, Higgins said
the same practice continued.
"Fraternities do a lot of great
things, but they have to do things in
an ethical way," Higgins said. "I
don't think they considered ethics
when they started the project."
Balzano said he could not believe
someone was complaining about the
raffle. "We're not pocketing the
money," he said. "It's for a very
good cause."
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leontinued from page 11

1984 and includes names of
many students who are still at
UMO.
Pangburn said it is not
suprising that it is a 1984 file
since someone was probably
trying to clean out their records.
There have been two incidents in the past where files

have gotten into the hands of
people who requested the files
but were not authorized to have
the information. In both cases
the material was retrieved.
He said he plans to send out
memos and remind offices of
procedures for disposal of
Residential Life files.

Classifieds
WANTED: Head waterfront director 21+.

No mile aces cancer alone.
Call us.

Experienced W.S.I. lop Brother/Sister Camp
in Poconos of PA. 6/24 to 8120. Pool or
lake (your choice). lisp salary plus ima Call

41P AMERICAN CANCER 90CIETC

collect (215)887-9700 or write Mr. Black,
407 Benson East, Jenkintown, PA. 19046
Room for rent in nice Orono home, lots of
space, $125/month plus utilities and securi-

BLOOM COUNTY

by Berke Breathed

ty. Call Matt at 866-4737 or 945-5466.
Upward Bound Summer Jobs available at

5EC ANY
GAME r

U.M.P.1. June 22 - Aug. 2: Resident Life
Counselors (both

NOT
T.

30

male and female),

Tutor/leacher- Aides, and an Activities

add

Coordinator to organize weekend camping

Ott

trips and evening activities. Work study

381

students preferred but not required. Please

63

write for job descriptions and applications
to: Mr. Dan Ladner, Director of Upward
Bound, 35 Preble Hall, U.M.P.1., PresquiIsle, Me. 04769.

As

lie
the

Tls

SI0-S360 Weekly/Up Mailing Circulars'.

Hot
quotas! Sincerely interested

Cen

Doonesbury
.AND AFTER YOU6ET
5ETMED IN,IT2LIKE
70SPEAK WITH EACH
1 FAMIGY ABOUT YOUR
'
114016RATION
5TA7U5

rush self-

addressed stamped envelope: Success, P.O.

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

(*.&
60i,v6
70ge
N7ERR0647Ep)

Und
Box 470 CFW, Woodstock, 1L 60098

NOTAI.2.AMERI- (HE DOESN'T
OW5ARE STUPID, UNDERSTAND
RICH OR VIOLENT
'MIAMI
VICE")

Wes

CAMP COUNSELORS: M/F Outstanding

ever

Slim & Trim Down Camps: Tennis, Dance,

gas

Slimnastic
-s,

WS1,

Athletics, Nutri-

undt

tion/Dietetics. 20+. Separate girls' and boys'

ly pl

camps.

onw

weeks. Camp Camelot on college

campuses At 111am_Penn.. No. Carolina,

Thot

-C.414-Cositact: Michelle Friedman, Director, 947 Hewlett Dr., No. Windmere, N.Y.

Sire.

11581. 1-800-421-4121.

lassifieds are S1.50 for the first twenty words and
10 cents for each additional word per day.
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ATTENTION
g
SENIORS!!
Senior Night at
UMO Hockey
Sunday, March 2
All seniors getfree admission to the final
home hockey game of
the season.Please pick
up tickets at the
Athletic Tick& Office
Wed., Thurs. or Fri. g
Sponsored by Senior Council,
Athletic Dept., & UMaine tiocke
Jact'azacracP=

#

MAINE DAY IS COMING!
APRIL 23
8:00-12:00
12:00- 2:00
2:00- 5:00
9:00- 1:00

Gi

Service Projects
Barbeque
Oozeball
Ray Boston

A
We
ing
ner
and

19PRit. 23

If you or your organization want
to participate in a service project
or play oozeball, contact Robin Hull
at 581-1132.
MAINE IS IN ACTION THIS SPRING!

The Daily Maine Campus. Wednesday, Februar
y 26, 1986.
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World/U.S. News
110Marcos
Classifieds
30 Summer jobs available-Resort near Lake
Michigan. June I thru Labor Day. Send selfaddressed, stamped envelope to: Mary C.
Ott,Sunny Brook Farm Resort, 68300 C.R.
388,South

Haven, MI 49090. (616)

637-4796.
A scarf was found at One MPAC showing ot
'Hearts and Minds: It can be claimed at
the next film showing in 100 Neville,
Thursday the
7tir-at 7:00 p.m.
House for rent or share halfway between
Central

London

Heathross

and

Underground to both, main bus route to
Westend. Really ideal location. 3 beds, living, dining rooms, kitchen, bath, t.v.,
everything provided. Central heating plus
gas harths. 2 minutes to shops, P.O.,
underground. Reasonably priced. Adults on-,,
ly please Minimum rental one month and
onwards. For information contact: R.B.
Thompson, do Suffolk Gallery, 47 BaySior
Street, Camden, Me 04843.

r

ilalifieds are S1.50 for the firsi twenty words awl
10 cents for eaCh additional word per day.
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(continued from page 1)

Increasing U.S. pressure combined
with the military and civil revolt to end
Marcos' rule. He fled to the U.S. air base
50 miles northwest of Manila barely nine
hours after a last hurrah of being formally sworn in for another six-year term.
Aquino took the oath as president in
a rival ceremony.
Aquino's military commander ordered
soldiers to prevent looting or violence
against Marcos loyalists.
Aquino said in a brief television appearance early Wednesday: "The long
agony is over. We are finally free, and we
can be truly proud of the unprecedented
way in which we achieved our freedom
— with courage, with determination and
most important, in peace."
They created traffic jams at midnight,
chanting "Cory! Cory!" for their champion, who had refused to concede after
the National Assembly declared Marcos
the winner of a Feb. 7 election marred
by violence and fraud.
—Chief Pentagon spokesman Robert
Sims said in Washington that the Marcoses would spend the night at Clark
base, but "I do not know what their
plans are thereafter."
Official word of the resignation came

There were no major military clashes,
but at least 16 people were reported
killed.

Rebels took over the government
television station. Hundreds of
Aquino said in her television apthousands of Filipinos surrounded it and
pearance, which began at 2:45 a.m. and
the rebel military camp in vast human
lasted less than a minute: "A new life
barriers to protect them from attack by
starts for our country tomorrow, a life
Marcos forces.
filled with hope and I believe a life that
Marcos declared a state of emergency
will be blessed with peace and pro- -and a curfew
that the people ignored. He
gress."
used a private television station for stubThe departure of Marcos, 68, ended
born speeches and pronouncements to
an intense, four-day drama in this ar- which, ultimately, no one listened.
chipelago of 55.5 million people. It
The Reagan administration gave him
began Saturday with a military revolt led the final push Monday, calling
for
by Defense Minister Juan Ponce Enrile peaceful transition to a new"gov
ernment
and Lt. Gen. Fidel V. Ramos, deputy because of what it termed
widespread
chief of the armed forces.
fraud in the Feb. 7 election.
•••••••.
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UMO NIGHT
_WITH THE

MAINE WINDJAMMERS
At the Bangor Auditorium

Maine vs. Baltimore Lightning (

"CLUE TO THE CULTS"

6

first from Washington. Secretary of State
George P. Shultz said Marcos, a U.S. ally throughout his presidency, would be
"welcome to come to the United
States."

Bring your UMO Student ID
Wednesday, February 26 at 7:30 p.m.(
and receive 1/2 off general admission (

A presentation on Cults
Given by Eugeni & Herman DeHass
ALL WELCOME
at the Newman Center
Thursday February 27 at 7 p.m.

Maine's only professional basketball team (
40.••

.01

.01

CINEMA CENTERS CORP

...WHERE THE MOVIES ARE

• .

•
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Tropical Sun
Tanning salon

41111ilmmiammi,

EES
BANGOR MALL MATIN
EVERY

CINEMAS 1-8

DAY!
1-95(EXIT 49)STILLWATER AVENUE TEL.942-1303
DOWN & OUT
WILD CATS
1:20

6:50

12:40

6:45

1:15

6:00

and

Unisex Hair Styling
We honor VISA
and MASTERCARD

mow ••••

•••••

•••••••

130

710

110

7.00

(PG;

1.00

6:10

PG

12:30

DELTA FORCE

The Hair Hut
=No

9:00

HITCHER

9:30

OUT OF AFRICA

720

Bring in this ad and recieve 10% off anyone of our reasonably
priced tan packages. Expires Feb. 28, 1986
McDonald's
7.
;

Cross Bridge

3 Miles
Stillwater Ave.

Milford

Sat R - 5

6:55

Sun (Just Tanning) 12 - 5

989-3311

6:30

1:00

8:45

1:15

I. 1 - 117-3251
DELTA FORCE (R)
.•...........•.•.•.
... .

8 50
Alaamail

PG-13

640

9-00

ROCKY IV (PG)

ELLSWORTH MAINECOAST CINEMAS
MAINE COAST MALL
6:45

6:30

SPIES LIKE US (PG)

8:45

YOUNG BLOOD (R)
1:00

1:30

Just 3 miles from McDonald's

ROUTE 1A

NIGHTMARE ON ELM ST. 11(R)
1:15

(PG-13)

MATINEES SAT
SUN •HOLIDAYS

CINEMAS 1-4

Old Town

827-6723

HUT OPEN...M-F 9 - 91

BREWER
BREWER SNOOPING CENTER

9:10

MURPHY'S ROMANCE

9:40

•••••

Are you getting ready for vacation or have you just got the winter blue.
Well we have a solution, a beautiful golden bronze tan. Our unique tanning beds have built in Pioneer AM-FM cassette players, built in facial tanners and for super comfort built on body fans. Give us a call or stop by
and you will see why our logo fits:
A bit tropical with a touch of class
Also The Hair Hut, the latest in hair designs. We don't just wear the
latest hair styles, we help create them. Give us a call today for a great uplift.

9:20

COLOR PURPLE

9:15

QUICKSILVER
12:50

950

9:30

6:50

8:50

MATINEES SAT
SUN • HOLIDAYS
IRON EAGLE

7.00

9:15

•

SHUTTLE BUS INFO. - 942-1409

(PG1-13)

4
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Editorial
Unnecessary weapons

P

olice officers at UMO are allowed to wear
handguns and use deadly force if
necessary.
Although the police force numbers only 25 compared to the 12,000 people living and working at
UMO, when does an officer really face threats of
death?
Most of the time, the armed officer is answering
a call to a drunken driver, stolen vehicle or some
other instance. However, sometimes complex officers are armed.
If the administration keeps insisting that violent
crimes such as rape and assault are not a problem
at UMO, then why do the police carry firearms?
True, the majority of the crimes heard about are
minor offenses such as parking violations and
speeding offenses. There, however, must be
something beneath the surface for the police force
"to feel the need to arm themselves against a sea
of students, and by opposing, end them!'
If the UMO police force were in excellent
physical condition, maybe they could handle these
potential situations without feeling the need to rely
on the use of firearms.
-.--- _ .
UMO is a learning institution, not a haven for
the criminal element in the state of Maine. It
should be noted that-at other universities in rJw

DOUG WATTS

England, the campus police are armed at all times,
such as at the University of Southern Maine and
Boston University. However, these schools are
located in areas much more urban than UMO, and
they have greater crime rates.
The days of violent student protests and riots are
but a hazy memory to most of the students attending this university, but if UMO police officers are
worried about getting hurt by potentially
dangerous suspects lurking around the campus,
perhaps they should wear riot gear — bullet-proof
vests, helmets, billy clubs, etc. and carry shields.
Even using rubber bullets instead of metal ones
would be a less offensive, defenSive move on their
part.
UMO police Sgt. Michael Zubik has said the
campus police policy was implemented approximately a year and a half ago without "a lot of
fanfare."
Perhaps there should have been more "fanfare"
on this issue by students. What could be next —
RAs carrying .45-Magnums to enforce Residential
Life policies?

di(teL-et‘to
wients.
ts

The challenge
of cheese

Last week, while performing my
government subsidized Xeroxing job in
the English department, shamelessly
bumming cigarettes from the department secretary, I was set upon by a close
cropped, cadettish youth wearing a dark
blue sweater with a suspicious lack of
fuzzballs.
With the sunny demeanor of a USA
Today Lifestyle headline he asked if I
was ready to "take the challenge." Not
seeing any styrofoam cups or two liter
plastic beverage containers, I paused
momentarily, giving him a subliminal
cue to recite the next segment of his preprepared gimcrack.
"Why, Senior Challenge, Doug,"'he
said, explaining how, over five years, I
could give $125 to the university that
never lets me forget the words tc_lioteL
California.'
"What do I have to do?"
"Just fill out the card," he upbeatly
Finance a "House Blend"_c
-bounced back and smoothly unsheathchugging contest, winner It
ed a navy blue pen from his pocket.
themselves on the way to the t
"Do I have to give you any money
Bribe someone to spray Cl
now?"
over their genitals and do th
"No way, you don't have to start paypokey" to the commencemer
ing until June of '87."
shouting "I love your conce
"Yow," I spontaneously ejaculated,
your face, let's do lunch and v
thinking of the $100 in parking tickets,
base."
$50 in library fines, $150 for this month's
Be creative. Take the challet
rent and the $200 in rent I still owe from
sure the money you give to UM
the pig farm I lived on last semester I'll
as idiotically as your time w;

JERRY TOURIGNY

Life's a
cheap beach
So you don't have any plans for spring
break. You just don't have enough
money to go anywhere, you tell yourself.
Well, when there's a will, there is a
way. If you want to go to Florida and
money is tight, then this is just what you
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probably be forced at gun p
back.
"Sure, I'll take the challen
and I scribbled an illegible si
the card.
"Thanks a lot guy," a
hearty grip on the shoulder
me, silently figuring the ever
margin between him and
Challenge premium (hmmrr
more for that Maine Stein Sc
just the thing for Sis's rumj
The next day, after taking ci
verbal abuse about my ni
published as one who took thi
I came upon the SC literatu
"You may earmark (as o
wax) your contribution for
purpose or make a non-desig
tribution," the litruhchuh s;
"Woy, can I really u:
anything?"
Here are my requests: (set
own!)
Give a five year subsci
Weekly World News for t
Room.
Support a problem drinl
Bears' Den with a $125 tab a
_photo of yourself overlookit
_with the caption, "I heir

The How to go to Florida and spend
only $46.17 and have a pretty good titfie
while sacrificing your tastes mooching
off others guide.
How can you spend only $46.17 and
have a good fime, let alone travel to
Florida, you ask.
Elementary my dear Watsons. All you
have to do is put out a little effort, curtail your elegant eating habits and be
w4Iing
mc personal tows
in whatever situations arise. Hey, when
you only have $46.17 to spend on a twoweek vacation, you can't expect luxury
and comfort.
Starting off the trip from Orono, you
need only two items; A)a backpack and
B) a medium-sized cooler. If you don't
have either, borrow it and if no one you
know has them, steal them. Buying
them, on this budget trip, is, of course,
out of,the question.
Now you are ready to go. I would advise starting your hitchhiking mission at
Dysart's or other convenient traveler's pit
stops. These are the best places to mooch
rides off people without paying a red
cent for gas.
If you're lucky, a truck driver will provide for a large portion of the trip. If so,

buy him lunch. You can be ap
while being cheap. (Firtt e)I
$8.00 for the truck driver's
$4.00 for each way).
Now you're in Florida. Ahl
Ahh the Beach. You take out yc
and jamms that you stole f
roommate and you're ready
some rays.
Ah-hah you say. Now the
will mount. Food, Beer, Hou
tying. Surely you will spend ov
Think again o' senseless or
you subtract six days for traveli
trip), you will have eight days
Eating is a human function an
ter how cheap you want to be,
to eat. 14 days x 3 meals a d
42 meals. Here's where the bol
baloney) comes in.
To get 424neals, you would n
four pounds of bologna
pound — V.I2 total)and eight
bread (that's white. bread, you
really cheap kind). Total for
$3.75.
Beer — sorry folks out of
tion. It's too expensive. That's
chewing tobacco comes in. T
of skoal — $3.30. Besides, it
a much quicker buzz.
But what about housing yot
you have to do is find out wt
people from UMO are sta:
mooch a night in their roonpenses here. And if all else fa
always the beach to sack out
Partying — more name
charges. They can't be avoide
8 nights x $3.00 — $24.00.
Add it all up and the price
two-week all expenses paid Floi
tion is $46.17. I just might (lc

T.--
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Is. Wednesday, February 26, 1986.

robably be forced at gun point to pay
ack.
"Sure, I'll take the challenge," I said,
nd I scribbled an illegible signature on
le card.
"Thanks a lot guy," and with a
earty grip on the shoulder Mr. Pep left
le, silently figuring the ever-narrowing
largin between him and a Senior
:hallenge premium (hmmm, just two
sore for that Maine Stein Song plaque,
1st the thing for Sis's rumpus room.)
The next day, after taking considerable
erbal abuse about my name being
ublished as one who took the challenge.
came upon the SC literature.
"You may earmark (as opposed to
/ax) your contribution for a specific
urpose or make a non-designated conribution," the litruhchuh said.
"Woy, can I really use it for
nything?"
Here are my requests: (send in your
wn!)
Give a five year subscriotioii to
Veekly World News for the Oakes
Loom.
Support a problem drinker at the
tears' Den with a $125 tab and a huge
ihoto_of yourself overlooking the' bar
vith the caption, "I helped cause
his."
Finance a "House Blen_e_gold_coffee
hugging contest, winner has to wet_
hemselves on-the way to the bathroom.
Bribe someone to spray Cheez Whiz
iver their genitals and do the "hokeypokey" to the commencement speech,
houting "I love your concept, I love
'our face, let's do lunch and we'll touch
iase."
Be creative. Take the challenge. Make
ure the money you give to UMO is spent
s idiotically as your time was.

uy him lunch. You can be appreciative
'hile being cheap. (First expense —
8.00 for the truck driver's meals —
4.00 for each way).
Now you're in Florida. Ahh the sun.
.hh the Beach. You take out your shades
id jamms that you stole from your
iominate and you're ready to catch
ime rays.
Ah-hah you say. Now the expenses
ill mount. Food, Beer, Housing, Paring. Surely you will spend over $46.17.
Think again o' senseless ones. After
iu subtract six days for traveling (round
[p), you will have eight days in Florida.
tting is a human function and no mathow cheap you want to be, you have
eat. 14 days x 3 meals a day equals
meals. Here's where the bologna knot
loney) comes in.
To get 424neals, you would need about
ur pounds of bologna ($1.78 per
und — 17.12 total) and ei ht loaves of
(that's white bread, you know the
Illy cheap kind). Total for bread —
,75.
Beer — sorry folks out of the quesn. It's too expensive. That's where the
:wing tobacco comes in. Three cans
skoal — $3.30. Besides, it gives you
ouch quicker buzz.
3ut what about housing you ask? All
I have to do is find out where eight
)ple from UMO are staying and
och a night in their room. No exises here. And if all else fails there's
rays the beach to sack out on.
'artying — more namely cover
rges. They can't be avoided. Figure
ights x $3.00 — $24.00.
vid it all up and the price tag for a
-week all expenses paid Florida vacai is $46.17. 1 just might do it.
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Response
Reader calls charity raffle 'unfair'
To the editor:

Well, here's the first incongruency. When Beta ran
Last night (Feb. 20) was the their ad in the Daily Maine
big raffle for the Bermuda vaca- Campus(Feb. 20)disclosing the
tion weekend. It was sponsored "lucky" prewinners, the number
by Delta Delta Delta and Beta 150 somehow jumped up to
Theta Pi and was held at Beta. 250. There were now 250
My ticket was one of the "lucky" prewinners.
"lucky"
250
numbers
2.) Beta's Feb. 20 ad stated,
preselected for the final draw- "Join us Thursday, February
ing. I thought to myself, "I 20th at 8:00 p.m. for the Final
might have a chance, because in Drawing at Beta Theta Pi fraterorder to win, the ticket holders nity." Here's the second inmust be present at the 8 p.m. congruency. I was there before
final drawing."
8 p.m. When 8 p.m. rolled
This was not at all the case. around I found out the first
As the heading of this letter drawing wasn't until 9 p.m. I
states, "this raffle was in- thought, "First drawing.
escapably bogus." Admittedly Whatever happened to the final
this is a very harsh statement, drawing at 8 p.m. for the
but, nonetheless, unques- "lucky" 150 (now 250)
tionably true. Why? I'll let the preselected winners?"
facts and incongruencies speak
3.) I arrived at Beta for the
for themselves.
drawing. There was a check-in
1.) When I initially purchas- table at the door where they
ed my ticiLte _aL the Memorial checked—my -ticket number-Union, the girl who sold it to against the numbers listed in the
me said, "150 people will be Maine Campus. After that lpreselected from all the tickets went in. What I found inside',
_sold for the final drawing." the fraternity house was so
This corresponded with what unethical I almost exploded on
was on the ticket itself — 150 the spot. They were still selling
will be preselected.
tickets for the raffle. Hence, the

third,. and most major
be done, further narrowing
incongruency.
down the field. The new
I asked one of the girls sell"lucky" winners could then, of
ing the tickets what was going
course, buy more tickets to "inon? She explained the "new" crease their chances of winnrules as if nothing was wrong.
ing." I think you all now have
First, she said, "the 250
an idea of what went on at
'lucky' winners could keep buyBeta.
ing tickets up until the first
Delta Delta Delta and Beta
drawing at 9 p.m. This will inTheta Pi stuck it to all us
crease your chances of winning
suckers who purchased the rafthe raffle." I asked for
fle tickets. They hoodwinked us
another ticket (to see if she
into believing the raffle was gowould check my preselected
ing to be fair and soaked us for
ticket) and paid my $I fee.
more money with their
She didn't ask to see my
progressive-type raffle.
"lucky" preselected ticket. I
Although only two fraterwatched the ticket table for a
nities participated in this raffle,
while, after I was done asking it casts a dark shadow over the
questions, and they never ask- fraternity system as a whole. It
ed to see any "lucky" pre- is too bad.
selected tickets for proof that
I think fraternities provide
you were still in the running.
many noteworthy community
The second "new" rule was, services. The UMO Fraternity
at the 9 p.m. drawing, 100 Board (UMFB), the UMO Stunames would be chosen out of -dent Government, and indeed,
the "lucky" 250 (and all the the UMO Administration
other tickets sold- that night). should look into this particular
Then the new "lucky" I® raffle.
would get to-buy more tickets to
Four words say it all — "It
"increase their chances of win- was not fair."
ning." Then later in the
Garry Higgins
evening another drawing would
Old Town

Reader defends `Zippy the Pinhead' cartoon
Tc11 the editor:
Recently the editor of the
Daily Maine Campus has
received a lot of criticism about
two decisions he made, the running of "Zippy" on the comic
page and "the underwear picture" on Valentine's Day.
I realize the potential
analogies to be drawn by ad-

dressing both in the same letter,
but too bad. I'm too lazy to
write two letters, so I hope people will see the issue not the
potential jokes.
1- like the "Zippy" comic
strip, even if I don't always
understand it. There are a lot of
things I don't understand but I
wouldn't want them not to hap-

pen only because I can't understand them. Solidarity in "Zippy.,,
I, too, would like more than
a tepid response from the editor.
Tell the people who don't
realize this that a picture or a
word can be interpreted many
ways depending on the reader
and to open their minds when
they open their mouths. Don't

be intimidated because 70 people signed Friday's letter and
only one is signing this one.
Mr. Editor keep up the controversial work (I think good
work). Maybe some people will
_actually stop and think when
reading the college newspaper.
Paul Cavanaugh
Old Town

`Zippy' opponents `lack imagination'
To the editor:

"Doonesbury" to make you
laugh without ever thinking
Hey Pinheads —Pardon me, about what you've read
does
while I crawl out from under my not mean you can just elimir
rock of apathy and join in on a strip other readers find amusthe "Zippy" debate, I can no ing on the basis that you don't
longer, be just a daily reader.
like it.
Just because you antit'Zippy" pinheads, lack some imCome to your senses
agination and need a trendy children, you must learn
that
comic
strip
such
as life will throw little inconve_

jippy LIVES ALONE ON A Alw.
?At
(Toir Covele,Solvt wi+Eac w rouTHERN CA0FoQNIA - •

(i7

niences at you and you might
have to live with them. I find it
hard to believe that a fourframe comic strip upsets your
life so much and if it does —
then don't read it, simple.
I understand that "ZEE
PEE" is not trendy, "for shame
'Zippy: for shame." But some
of you would probably follow a
trout, dressed in a trench coat

pAe FOR rue couRsf"

Fort Soar

ReAroN,CALifoRNIAsif
KEEP TRYING To TAP LARGE
NORM PILL!' it..11-0 HoLEiow
LITTLE, RouND LAwNS •

I WONDER vmar't
APPEtoNG RIGHT HOW ON
THE OTHER SIDE or TC
EARTH ,DIReCTLY IMPY64
THAT MOLE?.'

AUSTRALIANS
AQ SPilEADING
MARGARINE °kJ
'NICK SLICE 5 OF
Rifi4 00.4
(MEAD..

and argyle socks, running for
student government over a dam
if it was trendy. Or maybe you
already did.
This paper is not just for a
few readers, it's for all readers.
Thanks Maily Daine Campus. Keep up the good work!
Doug Roberts
Orono

•Ci211Rait-
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NEWS BRIEFS
NAACP official chains
self to protest editorial
CHICAGO(AP)— A top official
of the NAACP's Chicago 'Chapter
says he'll stay chained in front of the
city's only black-owned daily
newspaper until it retracts an editorial
criticizing Mayor Harold Washington.
"As long as it takes, that's how lone
I'll be out here," the Rev. Herbert
Martin said late Monday as he adjusted the 200-pound logging chain
attached to his waist and a pillar of
the building housing the Chicago
Defender.

Martin, president of the board of
directors of the Chicago NAACP,
also said he was going on a hunger
strike that would end when the retraction appears.

General Foods recalls
unflarored Brie cheese
WASHINGTON (AP) — General
Foods Corp. is recalling all its 1-and
2-kilogram wheels of plain,
unflavored Brie cheese, saying some
lots of the French delicacy may contain the same bacteria blamed in the
deaths of at least 39 people in California last year.

The company said it did not know
how much cheese was involved or
precisely how far it was distributed.
But it said tests had shown that some
lots
contained
Listeria
monocytogenes, a potentially fatal
bacteria.
Listeria is the same bacteria that
was found in contaminated Mexicanstyle soft cheeses in the Los Angeles
area last year.

An
for

sexually pursuing enlisted women,
under his command in violation or
military custom barring fraternization
between officers and enlisted
personnel.
Cmdr. John R. Hollis, 38, showed
no reaction as the verdict was read by
the president of the all-male courtmartial panel of six Navy captains.
The jury, which deliberated nearly
31
/
2 hours at the end of a seven-day
trial, found Hollis guilty of four
counts of fraternization and one of
adultery. The fraternization counts
stemmed from his close-social contact
with four women, and the adultery
count from an eight-month affair
with one of the four.

Nary officer convicted
in sexual assault cases
NEWPORT, R.I.(AP) — A Navy
commander was convicted Tuesday of
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Maine inmates might pay
GUESF LECTUQE 6EQIE6 for room
and board costs
A COMMITTEE OF THE STUDENT GOVERNMENT

in conjunction with
Canadian-American Center
Distinguished -Lecture-Series

AUGUSTA (AP) — Maine Counties,
facing rising costs to keep lawbreakers
behind bars, should be allowed to collect room and board_ex_mnses from
prisoners, a legislative committee was
told Tuesday.

-PRESENT-

Rep. Patrick E. paradis. D-Augusta,
said the average daily cost per inmate
statewide has jumped from $22 to $45

RENE LEVESQUE
Wednesday, 26 February
8:00 p.m. -101 Neville
Free Admission

'AIM HIGH
Engineering and science
students, the Al' Force needs
you. Your degree plus Air Force
ROTC IMUSIS a commission aS
an Air Force officer. You'll
really use your degree and
work at the forefront of
technology Find out about our
success formula and Air Force
ROTC scholarships. Contact

The bill would empower judges to
assess the fees, but specifies that money
cannot be taken from jointly owned
property.
Maine law already allows work-release
prisoljers to be charged room, board and
transportation fees, but Allen said the
funds go into county general funds and
cannot be applied to county jails
specifically.

Captain Suarez
581-1381
AIR FORCE

RTES
OF
PASSAGE:
The %man .Ln the Sixth Row
An

Adventure
Origisul Slays lh ,Thwid Colhath

rn
Nkednesday, February 26- Saturday, March I
at 800 pm
Matinee Thursday., February 27
at 2:00 pm
Hauck .Auditorium

In Kennebec County, the number of
prisoners shot up to 30 percent between
1984and_ 4985, said—Sheriff—Frank
Hackett, who reminded the committee
that counties have to pay for more than
just a bed and food for inmates; they
must also provide medical, denjal and
clothing costs.
Paradis's bill, which is co-sponsored
by House Speaker John L. Martin, DEagle Lake, would limit daily charges to
$10 or the daily cost of expenses,
whichever is less. The money would be
set aside specifically for jail costs.

FORMULATE
YOUR FUTURE

4
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during the last eight years, yet counties
face the certain loss of federal funds.
Meanwhile, the number of inmates is increasing, he said.
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Ambiguity is the key
for UMO playwright
by M.C. Davis
Staff Writer
No one can accuse the playwright Arnold Colbath of being too precise. His
plays, which open Wednesday night at
Hauck Auditorium, are not exceptions.
Colbath is a professor of theater who
likes ambiguity. Rites of Passage, a program featuring two one-act plays by him,
bears that out. It is billed as "a tragicalcomical-historical-pastoral scene individable, or poem unlimited."
Theater-goers will have to wait until
opening night to decide if he communicates all that in two hours. "Being
a playwright, I've always assumed I've
had something to say," Colbath said.
The first one-act, entitled An Adventure,
seems to contain shades of Edward
Albee's The Sandbox.
According to Colbath, the action in
his play focuses on two main characters.
Both are elderly. One is a malcontent
who hates being old. This state of mind
continues until the character has a
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Communique'
Wednesday, February 26

chance meeting with someone at the
beach. Colbath failed to disclose the
source of conflict, adding that after this
encounter, the character finds peace, old
age notwithstanding.
With a setting that strongly resembles
a bird cage, the second play is entitled
The Woman In The Sixth Row, which
Colbath had categorized as depicting a
world that's comic, with serious elements
included.
"I've been interested in ambiguity - the
way in which, as in life itself, an event,
or even people who find themselves in
certain situations, can be seen to have
several meanings at one and the same
time; Depending on circumstances and
depending upon who is observing tfiem
and what the observer's relationship is
to the events and the participants.
"Meaning, thus, can be seen as a state
of flux. Meaning changes and shifts,
depending on the particular perspective," he said.
That, as Colbath put it, is "a theatrical
way of looking At
No/
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Now showing and leasing
apartments,for next fall.
For appointment call: 827-2402
or 827-7231.
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ALCOHOL AWARENESS
•
PROGRAM
Mandatory for all Greek Pledges

11.

Four sessions must be attended by all pledges, one of
thefour sessions must be either session 1 or session 6.

Session 1:

Feb. 26, Wednesday 7:00 p.m.
120 Little Hall
Speaker Dr. Dana
Topic:Alcohol Education

Session 2:

March 6, Thursday 7:00p.m.
120 Little Hall
Speaker: Lloyd Brightman
Topic: Sexuality and Alcohol

Further sessions will be publicized at a later date.

Non Greeks Welcome!
•

.1.41.11.41.111.41•11.
.

Distinguished Lecture Series and
Maine Peace Action Committee:
"Star Wars and National Security." Robert Bowman, former
director of "star wars" research,
lecturer. FAA Room, Memorial
Union, noon.

MPAC Movie: South Africa film,
101 Neville Hall, 7:30 p.m.,
donations.

Maine Masque: "The Women in
the Sixth Row." Hauck, 8 p.m.,
Admission.

Maine Masque: "The Women in
the Sixth Row," Hauck, 8 p.m.
Admission.

Politically Speaking
"Severin Beleview,''
Lounge, 3:15 p.m.

Series:
Sutton

"we

ORONO APARTMENTS
)

Thursday, February 27

Come explore the creative connection between Arts
and Sciences
tonight on MAINE SPECTRUM.

11111111NE41A
SPECTRILAIN •

Drachm-two el UMO 1034tc Infeernenon and
c..'.o, Sormes

Thursday 43
7pm

SOPHOMORES

The

atison.

This summer may be your last
chance to graduate from college with a degree and an officer's commision. Sign up for
ROTC's six-week basic camp
now. See your Professor of
Military Science for details. But
hurry. The time is short. The
space is limited. The heat is on.
BE ALL YOU CAN BE.
581-1125
4167111111111

ARMY RESERVE OFFICERS'TRAINING CORN

applications now being accepted
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One Maine athlete who maae
to the to

by Mike Collins and
Jerry Tourigny
Staff Writers

DUXBURY, Mass. — After breaking
into the National Football League as a
free agent in 1979 and playing seven
seasons, Chris Keating recently reflected
back on fond memories of his career and
time spent at the University of Maine.
Keating, a standout linebacker for the
Black Bears(1975-1978), played six years
with the Buffalo Bills and one season
with the Washington Redskins before being released at the end of last season.
Keating's road to professional football
began in Orono in 1975 after graduating
Campus Bible Study
Thurs. 6:30 p.m. S. Bangor Lounge
Psalms
The Maine Christian Association
Tom Chittick. Chaplain

from Archbishop Williams High School.
He wanted to play either football or
hockey at a Yankee Conference school
and ultimately chose Maine.
He played under then coaches Walter
Abbott(one year) and Jack Bicknell, but
it was Abbott who played a role in
Keating's decision to attend Maine over
the University of New Hampshire.
"I visited both schools," Keating
said. "I had a brother and a sister who
both went to UMO,so I came up to visit
them when I had the chance.
"I also had a few visits with Coach
Walter Abbott and those visits influenced my decision," he said.
Abbott, Bicknell and Maine football
fans were glad he chose to spend four
years at UMO.
"It's hard to put one thing overall,"
as the best memory while at Maine,
Keating said, who changed his major
from forestry to business his junior year.
"I had four great years of everything.

ARTIFICIAL
INTELLIGENCE
TELECONFERENCE
Sponsored by LER

"I met my wife and a lot of other great
people. I enjoyed the sports as well as the
rest of campus life at Maine."
After finishing his footbal career at
Maine, Keating had the opportunity to
try out with the Buffalo Bills as a free
agent and decided to give it a shot.
"Every kid always dreams of making
the pros but I never thought it would
become a reality coming from a small
football school and mixing in with
players from the bigger football
schools."
After drilling with the team and playing well through the exhibition season,
Keating found himself still on the roster
as the last day of cuts arrived.
"It was the night of the last cuts, after
a preseason game in California,"
Keating said. "I received a call from the
linebacker coach, to come over to the
stadium. I thought to myself `oh no this
is it:"
When he arrived, then Coach Chuck
Knox told him they were putting him on
waivers but would be reclaiming him in
the morning. Keating had made it.
"After being at camp for five or six
—weeks, I was accustomed Aci The at- _
mosphere and felt like I belonged,"
Keating said. "But a person can't

Looking
for
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APARTMENT
for next semester?
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call Ekelund
Properties

215 Barrows
February 26
11:00 am to 4:00 pm

at 866-2516
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SENIOR CHALLENGE, THE CLASS OF
1986

:
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these seniors maitre the importance of
providing financial support for the growth
and development of UMO.
Show your class spirit and pride through
Senior Challenge.the five year pledge plan
sponsored hy the Class of
1986 and the General Alumni Associat
ion.
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Now is the time to join these seniors
who have pledged their support;
Susan Adorn
John (. massacco
lames E Alexander
Catherine Cole
(hark, V. Anderson (4(1100 P. Cornea.
,t, illiarn Andrews
Stephen Conk,
i
Ronald Autun
Paul T. Conway
tt:. Augustine
Edith A. Lonnie,'
..
Sharon Ayorvb
Susan Couturier
Thomas E Babineau
Teresa(raven
Sandra Banks
Patricia A. Creeden
Susan Beads,
John C. Cronin
Rtck Bernardo
Daniel E. Crossley
Steven F. Btcktord
Steven Cunningham
I ynne Bishop
A. Cyr
FM K Bouchard
Dawn M. Daigle
Mark P Bouchard
Melissa Dana
Dann V. Bryan,
'Kern Dares

4
::..--)ionrt
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Kelly I Buckley
Anne L Burnham
Stephen R BOOK,
athleen Callahan
I auree A. Cameron
Peter J. Caron
Diane E. Carter
lames Cassida
Holly Chase
Patrick 1. Chasse
Christine M Cimino
Mary Anne Clark
Catherine Ciente
lent Clement,

Marc David Denoncouri
'Sheila Deringis
NI Diadone
Timm Dillon
Pamela Donovan
Steven B Downing
Kimberly Downs
Joan Drake
Stephen Dubindis,
Leslie Durgin
Jeff Dutton

' Catherine

Alan M Edgerton
Michael E. Farnsworth
'Susan Filheitaz

These seniors have already taken the challenge:
Cbnitopher
Irvine
Vicki Jimmo
laune E Jones
Kevin Kane Laurie A Keen
Patricia M Keith
Jeff Kelvourse
Janet Kerr,
Jennifer Isershner
David Ktnney
Rachel knight
hurt Kmawa
Stephen land,
Nancy IS lane
Brent Lance
Dennis Lasoie
Dolores LeBarge
Anthony P Lennon
Paul E Leonard,
Donald C Lewis III
John Benet limn,
Rosemary Anne Libby
Robin W !mooch

Jessica Lowell'
Ewen McKinnon II
Don Marden
Lisa 13 Marlowe
Mary Lou McCluskey
Elizabeth S
aughlin
Como McLaughlin
Susan McNamara
Rebecca L Merrifield
Patrick Monaghan
Robert D. Monahan
Richard Morris
Jcxlie 1 Mosher
Andrew T. Mullin
Deborah G. Nielson
Doug Newbold
Craig Neilsen
Paul R Oakland
Janice C. Osgood
Brian A Ouellette
Richard W Ouellette
Bethany Owen,
Kim Partici,'

TAKE THE CHALLENGE—MAKE THE FUTURE

44*************

Brad Payne
Patricia A Pease
Donna C. Pederzini
Maureen Philbrick
Marcia Phillip,
Cynthia Phillips
Joseph M Pratt
Shelly J. Prince
Albert J. Proia
Catherine M Quine
Sandra J Rancoun
Stuart H Rast
Amanda 1 Rauth
Erica A. Revello
Leigh E. Rourke
Reggie Ruhlin
Emily Jane Russell
Kim E Sandberg
Stephanie A. Santry
Karen Schaedler
Catherine Schoen
Elizabeth B. Sexton
Melissa F Shannon

Dawn Flagg
Robert C. Foden Jr
Sharon Fogarty
Kurt Forsgren
Diane 1 Fr..
Richard M. Gage
Mary E. Gamage
Elizabeth Gardner
James A. Garland
Jeanne Gaunce
Laurie Giusto
Betsy A. Giustra
Dastd Goffe
Jame,
Gould
Lisa Gould

Jamie Shapiro
Andrew Shelby
Barbara Siegfriedt
Bruce Simmonsi_
—Cieretel-Stitieneess-

a

Andrew K. Graff
Susan Greenwood
Gary Groves
Cluara A. Hall
Annie Halpin
Beth Haberman
Gail E. Hawes
Gail Hayes
Patricia L. Healy
Richard B Heikkinen
Pamela Hill
Catherine F Hoffman
Stephen 1 Holmes
Robin A. Hull
Julie Hulse

_

Elizabeth Simpson
Peter Skillin
Coleen Smtth
Laurie A Smith
, Jon Sorenson
Seth Spitler
Chrtstine Spurr
Johanna I. Stevens
Matthew D Stiker
Lori Sutton
Stephen R Tartrc
Karen E Taylor
Sarah Tenney
Steven M. Thtbodeau
Donna Unhao
George A Vam,akia,
Liken Vanier
Mark Vermeal
Mark A Violettc
Scott A Wallace
Steven Walsh
Patricia W Walton
Doug Watts
Kimberly Wood,
Deborah A Wunder
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Now is the time to
app!y for the Air

Force ROTC 2
year program.
Call today
Captain Suarez
581-1381
AIR FORCE

"Og
***************

.

SOPHOMORES

For more information on Senior
Challenge call us al 511-1132 or
slop Fry the General Alumni Associatio
n at( rossland Center.

***************
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bedroom apts
walking distance
to UMO

1

Students - FREE
Faculty - $25
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describe the special feeling you get w13
en
the coach tells you it's official. You made
it."
Keating spent three years with the
Bills' specialty teams and in 1983,
became a starter when inside linebacker
Jim Haslett got injured.
Keating started the entire year but
returned to a reserve role the following
year. In the one game Keating started in
the 1984 season, he recovered a fumble
and returned it 34 yards for a touchdown
against the Cleveland Browns.
Keating's play as a reserve and on the
special teams earned him praise from his
second head coach, Kay Stephenson in
1984.
"There are many pluses with Chris
Keating," Stephenson said. "That
ability to be where he's supposed to be
means he knows what's going on; that
he's spent time during the week preparing well.
"He's a great competitor who's not going to give anyone the edge to beat
him."
"1 have some fantastic memories-offriends and great victories jp_the
NFL," Keating said. "But the National Football League is a business and
is not always full of glamour. les often
tough, mentally and physically."
Since being cut from the Redskins,
Keating, as he has for the past three
years, has been working as a broker for
the Shearson American Express Co..
Going on his fifth year of marriage
and with his wife expecting twins, the
former pro linebacker is unsure of his
future.
"I'm not sure if I'm going to play football or not next year," he said. "I'll
keep the door open, but as of now I'm ;
enjoying being a financial conscd- tant."
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